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Story

By Jan Twombly, CSAP and Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD
“My job is getting more technical and more challenging every day.” This is how one of the first interviews
we conducted began in our ongoing research project to
examine the current state of the practice of biopharmaceutical alliance management. “What do you mean by
that?” we asked. “I am spending more and more time
making sure we don’t violate contract restrictions,” he
responded—explaining that this means he needs to have
a pretty good understanding of the science in multiple
research agreements and understand the legal strictures. “We spend a lot of time making sure that what
we are doing on one project doesn’t create a problem on
another contract. Only the alliance management team
will have that perspective.”
As of this writing the co-authors have interviewed 31 alliance managers from 29 big pharma, biotech, and animal
health alliance management organizations. Some have
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No Longer Any Doubt:

Alliance Management
is an Essential Strategic
Capability of Today’s
Biopharmaceutical
Company
longstanding alliance management practices and others
are just getting started—20 percent of the interviewees’
companies didn’t have an alliance management function
five years ago. Nearly all of them are adding alliance managers, and larger companies are creating new roles within
their alliance management teams.

When we last surveyed the biopharma alliance management community in 2012, we couldn’t make that
statement. Truth is, alliance managers were hanging
on by their fingertips in many companies. What has
changed?

Everything we’ve learned through the interviews—and
through additional, more informal interactions with dozens of alliance managers—leads to one key finding:

The Journey from
Hanging On to Essential

There is no longer any doubt:
Alliance management is
acknowledged at the highest
executive levels as an essential
strategic capability in today’s
biopharmaceutical company.

Perhaps the most significant change for many alliance managers is that they have focused on the
activities and deliverables that their customers—the
executives with ultimate financial responsibility for
the outcomes of alliances—value most. The exact nature of that work varies depending on the specifics of
the alliance portfolio being managed, as well as the
strategy of their companies. It sounds obvious. It also
represents a key development in the journey to becoming essential:
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Focus on what matters
most to your customers.
For alliance managers of all persuasions this can be
summed up as:
n 	Proactively guarding against value-eroding events and
behaviors, bridging differences, and driving alignment
internally and with the partner
n 	Being the expert in what matters to your customers
and the partner, and finding ways to jointly grow value for the alliance, which can then be appropriately
shared by the partners
n 	Taking a portfolio approach to the allocation of alliance management resources
Let’s take a look at biopharmaceutical alliance management today, as told through the conversations we’ve had
and some of the data developed from those conversations.1

Growth Drives Focus
The number of alliances has increased over the past several years and continues to do so. Some 86 percent2 of
interviewees report growing portfolios. Growth has come
through many avenues, bringing greater complexity and
a more dynamic environment. Alliance portfolios have
grown as companies externalized their research functions
and looked to access new technologies and mechanisms
of action developed by specialized biotechs. Platform technologies spin off compounds applicable across multiple
targets. Immunotherapy has yielded promising results
for patients and a plethora of clinical trials of combination products. A single alliance agreement is now yielding
multiple research and/or development programs, some of
which must be segregated, or “firewalled,” to protect intellectual property.
1

Participants in our research project were promised confidentiality
of individual company data, so while quotes are direct and
verbatim, the speakers are not named. See the sidebar on page
19 for the list of companies included in the research thus far.
2

4

Data presented in this paper may not match that presented in
a March 2018 ASAP Netcast Webinar that provided an interim
look at the research. We have continued to collect additional data
since that time. This article reflects all data collected through July
31, 2018.
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In this environment, companies have learned that they are
better off with alliance management than without. One
big pharma that significantly downsized its function in
the wake of a senior leadership change is today rebuilding
the team, having recognized that while fortunately nothing terrible happened, the company needs to watch over its
alliances more closely and proactively. “When you realize
that about 40 percent of revenues come from partnered
molecules and then you look at your pipeline and where
future revenues will come from, it just makes sense,” our
interviewee said.
Alliance management is being written into nearly all big
pharma contracts today. Younger companies with assets
just reaching the clinical stage aren’t even questioning
if they need alliance management—they are just hiring
someone and starting the function.

Coping Strategies
Alliance leaders now face the challenge of allocating resources to manage the sheer volume of work coming from
burgeoning portfolios, coupled with the acknowledgement
that for alliance managers to truly add value, they need to
be engaged with and immersed in the teams executing the
work of the alliance. When we presented our initial findings in a March 2018 ASAP Netcast Webinar, we polled
participants; 38 percent reported managing the amount of
work as their greatest challenge. There are a few key strategies being employed: scoping, tiering, and leveraging other
functions. These are often combined.
Most large pharma companies have multiple alliance management teams, specialized for specific types of alliances.
They may divide responsibility by lifecycle stage (e.g.,
pre- and post-proof of concept). A few companies divide
responsibility by therapeutic area, especially if the company itself is organized that way. It helps develop the technical
understanding increasingly required of alliance managers.
There are specialty teams, too. These groups manage local
licensees for commercial-stage products, mainly in developing markets such as Latin America or Asia. Japan-based
alliances typically get their own team, located in Japan.
When alliances are tiered or segmented, as they are in
41 percent of organizations interviewed, certain alliances become more important than others because
they offer high potential value typically combined
with higher risk (see Figure 1, Coping Strategies).
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Figure 1:

Coping Strategies
This lends itself to establishing different management
strategies for different tiers.3 The higher tiers are
managed by dedicated alliance managers; the lower
tiers are not. According to one interviewee who oversees early-stage relationships, “We now have over 200
such alliances. Alliance managers handle the Tier 1
important relationships, the other tiers aren’t really
managed or there might be someone that’s acting as
alliance manager.” As another interviewee reported,
“All partners have a designated person—just not necessarily an alliance manager.”
Leveraging other functions is a strategy also employed by 41 percent of interviewees, irrespective
of the size of the alliance management team(s) or
company. Other functions—primarily product and
program or project managers—are leveraged in two
ways. They often assume primary management responsibility for lower-tier alliances. Sometimes this
is an acknowledged responsibility; often it is just part
of the job, and thus the alliance really isn’t managed.
“My team and I manage six or seven alliances each.

There are at least 10 more that could be better managed,” an interviewee busy building capability in a
mature company with many alliances, but new to alliance management, told us.
In an emerging practice, primarily among smaller
companies introducing alliance management for the
first time, alliance management responsibilities are
being scoped such that routine functions, including
lower-level governance meetings and reporting, are
largely handled by program or project management.
This leaves the alliance manager to handle higher
value-add responsibilities, such as contractual over-

3

See Part Three of ASAP’s Handbook of Alliance Management: A
Practitioner’s Guide or download “The Partner Portfolio Manager:
Shining the Spotlight on Performance and Value” https://
rhythmofbusiness.com/insights.php?pid=40 and “Measuring
and Managing the Alliance Portfolio” https://rhythmofbusiness.
com/insights.php?pid=36 to learn a simple methodology for
evaluating your portfolio and developing specific staffing and
management strategies for each tier or segment.
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sight, problem resolution, launches, evaluation, and
new opportunities, to name a few.
“I have a very close relationship with project management, leveraging them for a lot of the day-to-day
interactions. I get involved in executive steering committee meetings and problem solving. I am trying to
put the right people in the business on the governance
committees and influence them about how to run the
meetings,” said an alliance management leader who
is a department of one and a few years into building
alliance management in a small, commercial-stage
biopharma company. “Secondly, I am trying to be
very clear who adds value where—a surgical focus on
who can add the greatest value at different points in
the alliance.”

Focusing on Delivering Value to Customers
Alliance managers’ customers are the executives who own
the tangible results of a partnership—the molecule that
enters the development pipeline, trials that progress to
regulatory approval, commercial activity that gains formulary placement, favorable reimbursement, and healthy
outcomes for patients. The value the customers seek from
alliance management is to keep the trains running on time
and proactively identify and pursue opportunities.
Capturing maximum value from alliances is now an essential component of the mandate and not just in commercial
alliances. Ensuring intellectual property rights are recognized, captured, and protected to provide future value is
essential. Preserving intended value is often about the cost
of time—minimizing the inevitable delays that come about
when two or more parties are challenged by their individual processes. When alliance managers drive “Alliance, Inc.”
entity thinking and tackle the tough challenges—such as
aligning on one joint process to approve clinical protocols—precious time can be saved, extending the time in

“We are such a small
group that can have
a big impact if we
do our job right.”
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market with exclusivity and getting a leg up on competitors. “Our challenge is capturing the value that was forecast
at the time the deal was done,” one interviewee told us. “We
calculate an NPV [Net Present Value] on every alliance, including research alliances,” another said. “That’s what we
are aiming for—to prevent destruction of that potential
value creation.”
Alliance managers are financially focused in many respects through such fundamental activities as ensuring
senior management has all the information it needs in a
timely manner to make key decisions, thereby avoiding
value-reducing delays in agreeing to a regulatory strategy,
for example. Mapping of rights and obligations in all contracts and coordinating with project management, legal,
and finance to get a complete picture may seem mundane,
but not when it ensures partners are returning unused
rights for targets that a platform technology company can
then license to another partner.
For those managing commercial alliances, they spend their
time on “anything that could touch the numbers,” as one
executive put it. This includes everything from working
with the manufacturing plants to timely ship and invoice
the product, to using market research to encourage an increase in their commercial partner’s forecast.

The Value of Early Involvement
in a Potential Alliance
Alliance leaders have long sought to be involved earlier
in the alliance development process that is typically the
purview of business development. Over 75 percent of the
teams interviewed have achieved some level of involvement prior to agreement signature, resulting in agreements
that are operationally sounder than they otherwise might
be, incorporating learning about effective governance,
ensuring that definitions of milestones are clear and consistent—and everything in between. Here’s a great example
that was shared with us:
“When I am given an agreement in advance to review—
typically for comments on governance structure—we look
at the whole thing. We have added value in reviewing the
work plan. [In one instance], because the science was the
highlight [of the deal], I spent my time reading the work
plan—but when I compared it to the base contract, the
words used in the workplan were not the same as the definitions, and milestones weren’t clear.”

The simple act of having an alliance leader review a contract that was ready for signature saved these partners
from an inevitable fight about whether a milestone had
been met. That’s value delivered—for the alliance manager’s company and the partner!
When alliance managers are involved early on, it’s easier
to hit the ground running. “We have people coming to
us as they are thinking about a potential deal. That’s a
big victory,” according to one interviewee from a midsized biopharma company. Knowing what is coming
allows alliance managers to begin planning behind the
scenes, identifying governance committee members,
planning a launch, and thinking about the early deliverables required to get the work of the alliance underway.
We used to talk about 90 to 100 days for a launch period. No more. Like everything else in business, alliances
need to hit the ground running. We recently worked
with an alliance management team responsible for a
very complex alliance that had 45 days to present the
early deliverables, including both development and
commercial plans approved by the to-be-formed governance committees. In this particular instance, the
alliance managers had limited advance notice—but
every day they gained was essential in meeting the business’s expectations.

The Value of Consistency of Practice
When we reflect on how alliance managers have told us
they are communicating the value they provide to their
customers, the common theme is being very clear about
their deliverables—and providing them consistently. An
observer of alliance management over the past 10 to 15
years would think that this was in the bag. Apparently
not. Here is what one alliance leader in a company considered to have a mature practice had to say:
“We don’t have a consistent offering for what we do as
alliance professionals, so we don’t get the kind of traction
we could both internally and externally. It is not the content, it is the presentation. We may launch an alliance one
way because it is Tier 1 or Tier 2, and people are not clear
about our deliverables or our expectations of them.”
Smaller companies are feeling this pressure, too:
“Streamlining and codifying our process is critical.
We used to just walk down the hall and talk to the
CEO. Now we have layers of governance and have a
Q3 • 2018 | STRATEGIC ALLIANCE MAGAZINE
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Tiering

45%

No real focus

55%

Some focus

These communities take many forms, ranging
from an internal portal where information and
tools are there for those that seek them out to
more formal initiatives that include quarterly
calls and annual symposia with expert speakers.
The resources committed to these initiatives
range from minimal to dedicated personnel.
One mid-sized biopharma company relatively
new to alliance management but highly externalized has added someone to its team to focus
only on building the community. They are the
only group we interviewed that has dedicated
that level of resource.
Are these efforts at driving consistency effective? The jury is out—especially about how
much time, energy, and resources are required
to make the initiatives successful. In the words

of one alliance leader dipping the team’s toes into building a center of excellence:
Figure 2:

Building an Alliance Management Community
very senior group of people who have to delegate—and
are not all that comfortable with that because everything until now is so individual.”
Building playbooks and toolkits, providing training—all in
the effort of driving consistency—is a part of nearly all of
our interviewees’ agendas. “We have spent time over the
past year making sure our basic tools are meatier. There
might be 10 basic documents used on an alliance—let’s
make sure we’re all using the same, and they do the job.”

8

Achieving consistency is relatively easy when you are in
control. The strategies companies are adopting to manage
the increase in alliances mean that even in their own practices, alliance managers must influence without authority!
Unless there is a centralized function, shared reporting
relationship, or overarching governance process, alliance
management procedures and tools cannot be mandated.
A key strategy for driving adoption among 55 percent of
interviewees is to create a variation of an alliance management community or center of excellence (see Figure 2,
Building an Alliance Management Community).
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“We are such a small group that can have a big impact if
we do our job right. [Center of excellence] is important,
but I don’t know if we can keep it up. We’re putting some
effort into it with such extremely limited resources. We
started with a SharePoint site with tools and relevant
articles and our approach to alliance management. We
had a workshop for a kickoff meeting. We had to limit
the number of attendees. VPs said they applied the
learning the next day.”
In addition to people resources, another limiting factor
to the growth of alliance management communities is
the lack of adoption and satisfaction with the online tools
available to biopharmaceutical alliance managers. It seems
strange to say in this era of digital business transformation, but the alliance management community is grossly
underserved in this respect. Most of the tools that exist are
either static repositories or deal trackers. It takes a lot of
effort—and the expertise most alliance managers lack—to
figure out how to manipulate these tools to be more than
minimally useful. As one interviewee related, “Some years
ago, we put in place a database for managing and tracking
our obligations. We just put in place on a global basis a
new system that enables both business development and
alliance management. It is very much built for business
development with alliance management bolted on. I am
afraid we are going to miss some stuff.”

NO LONGER ANY DOUBT

There are systems that will manage content and
systems that track obligations and milestones,
triggering alerts to initiate action. There is
general acknowledgement that alliance management must be more automated to address
growing workloads and the need to communicate with a bunch of time-starved people.
Other than a few homegrown systems we’ve encountered over the years, we’ve yet to meet an
alliance manager happy with his or her current
data management and workflow solution.

The Questions Everyone
Wants Answered

14%
Research

Tiering

18%
Other

68%

Business Development
Corporate Development

How many alliances can a single alliance
manager handle? Where should alliance management report? We are asked these questions
more than any others. The second question is somewhat
easier to answer than the first—and reflects the recognition of alliance management as a strategic capability.
One of the sure signs of a valued capability is that it
is integrated into strategy, operations, and execution.
That means the capability is purposefully designed
and shaped to align with the company’s structure
and portfolio. So not surprisingly, there have been a
lot of reorganizations taking place! Alliance management is definitely global, organized at the corporate
level. It typically reports through some combination
of corporate development/business development or
strategy (68 percent of interviewees), depending how
the company organizes those functions (see Figure 3,
Reporting Structure). This includes some teams that
only handle early-stage research alliances, although if
a company has multiple teams for different stages of
the lifecycle, the research alliance team likely reports
to research and development. Fourteen percent report through research and 18 percent report through
program leadership or technology leadership (mainly
smaller, technology platform companies) or directly to
therapeutic area leadership.
There is a maxim in the field of strategy that “structure follows strategy.” It just makes sense that alliance
management should report through the strategy development groups. As one alliance leader told us, “The
reason we got into business development was to shape

Figure 3:

Reporting Structure
the strategy and translate that in how we manage. We
know why we do the deal and what we want out of it.
It helps us.”

The Alliance Manager’s Workload
General consensus exists that for an alliance manager to
deliver the greatest value, he or she must be embedded
with the team, limiting the number of complex alliances
that can be managed by one individual typically to two
or three. That individual also may have a number of simpler alliances that require one or two steering committee
meetings per year, monitoring contractual milestones, or
stepping in for problem resolution. In a few instances we
encountered, more than one manager was assigned to a
very complex, lifecycle-spanning, multi-program alliance.
It makes intuitive sense that the profile of an alliance helps
determine “how much” alliance management it needs to
be successful. Thus, there is no one answer for how many
alliances one person can handle. As we’ve seen, it also depends how the work is distributed to other alliance team
Q3 • 2018 | STRATEGIC ALLIANCE MAGAZINE
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requirements and databases. They are
sometimes “alliance managers in training.”

15%
>10

50%
1-5

35%
6-10

Tiering

n 	Teams may also have responsibilities for
integrating acquisitions or managing divestitures. When they do, leaders typically look
to the team to be flexible and able to shift to
these other events that require similar skills,
but are time-bound.
A fair amount of diversity exists in how alliance
management teams are structured and staffed.
To paraphrase an old saying about alliances: If
you’ve seen one alliance management function,
you’ve seen one alliance management function!
We see that as a sign that they are becoming more
integrated into the fabric of their companies and
designed to be fit for purpose, not the cookie-cut-

ter, bolt-on models that failed to gain traction and left
people hanging by their fingertips.

In Every Challenge Lies an Opportunity
Figure 4:

Number of Alliance Managers in Organization
members. However, if someone is managing more than
five alliances, it’s quite challenging for them to engage proactively at a detail level. When one considers that nearly
half of the teams represented by our interviewees have fewer than five members (see Figure 4—Number of Alliance
Managers in Organization4), it becomes clear that, as one
alliance leader told us, “We are grossly understaffed. When
everything was still in research it was easier, but as things
move into the later stage, it gets more complex and people
can handle only one or two.” Fortunately for this person, he
has three open positions allocated to his team.
There are a few other developments worth noting about
how teams are organizing:
n 	Larger organizations are adding new operational
roles. People in these jobs are taking on focused
responsibilities, such as monitoring contractual notification deadlines or managing reporting
4
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Reported numbers are only for the specific group interviewed.
In many instances the company represented has additional
alliance management teams.
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We began our interviews by asking people what was
their greatest challenge at the present time. The answers are telling and highlight how the alliance leaders
are focusing their time. People building their functions
are concerned about consistency of practice, being able
to scale, learning to delegate, keeping everyone aligned
with how they intend to grow the function, and simply
having the ability to work on themselves. When a team
has a heavy workload of alliances to manage, it can be
very challenging to allocate time to capability building.
Alliance leaders, however, are seeing it as essential to
keep pace with the needs of the business. “We’ll have
a few objectives that are shared among the group that
relate to improving our practice or providing training
to alliance team members,” one alliance leader shared.
The opportunity is to examine what is currently being
delivered, hone it, and streamline it to the most important elements that deliver value to alliance management’s
customers—do it consistently and do it efficiently.
Other interviewees focused on the technical and legal
challenges mentioned in the opening of this piece as
well as the potential portfolio impact of the actions in
a specific alliance that are unbeknownst to the people
working on the alliance. Communication challenges
are also a common theme—be it balancing the sharing
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of information among multiple partners around the
globe on the same drug or managing a biotech partner
that wants to issue a press release for routine events.
“They want to issue a press release on filing an NDA.
We don’t do that until it is accepted. How do we find a
way to help the partner without changing our stance?
We have to find another way,” shared one respondent.
Interviewees also reported that it is increasingly necessary to maintain people firewalls because of competitive
issues. That can be a real challenge because “there are
only so many scientists to go around.” Where are alliance managers finding the opportunity in these
challenges? None of these items are something they can
address on their own. That has provided the opening to
deliver training to alliance teams and executives, sensitizing them to alliance issues that can have real impact.
This is opening doors and helping stakeholders understand why alliance management is an essential strategic
capability in today’s biopharmaceutical company.

The Wish List
Everyone has one. Common responses we got include:
n More control over who is on the JSC
n Consistently being involved earlier in the deal
n Having a database to meet our needs
n 	Being able to manage at the portfolio level with a
holistic view of partnering
n 	A truly global organization
As we look at this list and reflect on the challenges described by our interviewees, we see them as reflective
of a capability that is evolving and focusing on where
it adds true value to customers. The challenge and
the question for alliance leaders is, “How will the capability need to continue to evolve to keep pace with
the scientific and business changes hurtling at the industry that are driving the need for more and more
partnering and externalization?” n
Jan Twombly, CSAP and Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD are the
principals of The Rhythm of Business. Since 1999 they have
developed thought leadership, consulted globally, and offered
education and training, focusing on driving successful business
outcomes through partnering and alliances. Twombly is also a
member of ASAP’s Board of Directors and Shuman is a professor of management at Bentley University.

Alliance Management
Organizations Interviewed
Abbvie
Astellas
AstraZeneca
Bayer GEI&A
Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health
Celgene
Eisai
Elanco
Ferring Pharmaceuticals
Halozyme
Janssen (specific group)
Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Lilly
Medimmune
Merck
Merck Group
Merck Research Labs
Mersana
Mundipharma
Novartis
Otsuka
Pfizer
Pierre-Fabre
Retrophin
Sanofi
Servier
Shire
UCB
Upsher-Smith
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